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Massive Bio is a rapidly growing health-tech startup founded in 2015 to provide every cancer

patient with access to clinical trials regardless of their location or financial stability. Our

proprietary patient recruitment and enrollment enablement solution for oncology clinical trials

solves every point of friction in traditional clinical trial enrollment. Privately held and

headquartered in NY City, our passionate changemaker team is looking for DevOps Engineer to

join our team in our Istanbul, Turkey office.      As a member of the Software Development

team, DevOps Engineer’s responsibilities include setting up CI/CD workflows, deploying

product updates, identifying production issues, and implementing integrations that meet

customer and developer needs. Ultimately, they will execute and automate operational

processes fast, accurately, and securely.  Reporting to the DevOps Engineer, this new hire

will:    Ensure solid, highly available, scalable, and performant solutions across both

applications and infrastructure. Manage the whole lifecycle of our Azure development and

production environments (manage configurations, monitor changes, respond to issues,

etc.).  Ensure that systems have proper monitoring and alerting.  Ensure ongoing maintenance

of our security, cost, and redundancy status. Manage Vulnerability Scanning. Familiarity

with security and other related frameworks. (ISO27xxx, NIST CSF). Secure the

company’s confidential data’s integrity, and availability, taking necessary physical and

technical measures.  Support the engineering teams on automated deployments and

infrastructure.    Candidate Profile:  Min. 2 years of experience in DevOps/DevSecOps in a

cloud environment.  Experience in the implementation and maintenance of containerization

and monitoring tools, including Docker, Kubernetes, Istio, Helm, and Prometheus. 
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Experience in CI/CD/CT processes, using tools such as Jenkins, CircleCI, GitLab, Azure

DevOps or others.  Experience working with Linux systems from kernel to shell and

beyond.  Experience in setting up VMs, Gateways, file servers, VPN, and private

networks.  Experience with implementation of unit, integration, and system testing.  Excellent

knowledge of Bash and YAML scripting.  Experience with Jira and Agile for development

processes, Git, and continuous integration.   Bachelor's degree required, engineering is

preferred, or a related field.  Proven results influencing stakeholders and displaying

improvements.  Ability to translate complex problems and ideas into easily understood

descriptions.  Ability to work independently. Self-starter, can-do attitude, ability to multitask

and prioritize.  Experience in healthcare technology is a bonus.  High level of speaking

proficiency in English to be part of international calls when needed.  Living in Istanbul,

preferably on the Asian side.  The location is Kozyatagi, Istanbul, and should be able to work

at the office at least 2/3 days a week at the office.  No military obligation for candidates. 
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